
MONTAIGNE S INCONSISTENCY OF OUR ACTIONS

Such as make it their business to oversee human actions, do not find themselves in anything so He fluctuates, and is
inconsistent in the whole order of life.

Every opinion is of force enough to cause Edition: current; Page: [53] itself to be espoused at the expense of
life. After the example of our blessed Guide there have been many who have crucified themselves. Merchants
who go to sea are in the right when they are cautious that those who embark with them in the same bottom be
neither dissolute blasphemers nor vicious other ways, looking upon such society as unfortunate. Indianapolis,
Ind. Poet, lib. We are to reserve so much employment only as is necessary to keep us in breath and to defend
us from the inconveniences that the other extreme of a dull and stupid laziness brings along with it. I fall to
without premeditation or design; the first word begets the second, and so to the end of the chapter. Remember
him, who being asked why he took so much pains in an art that could come to the knowledge of but few
persons? He only fights it with words, and in the meantime, if the shootings and dolors he felt did not move
him, why did he interrupt his discourse? But let us presuppose that in death we principally regard the pain; as
also there is nothing to be feared in poverty but the miseries it brings along with it of thirst, hunger, cold, heat,
watching, and the other inconveniences it makes us suffer, still we have nothing to do with anything but pain.
During this period, Montaigne began to contemplate the composition of Essays, although it would take him
several years to realize his project fully. They are not fighting for the conquest of new landsâ€¦. Foulques,
Count of Anjou, went as far as Jerusalem, there to cause himself to be whipped by two of his servants, with a
rope about his neck, before the sepulchre of our Lord. Our opinion will never suffer it to want of its value: the
price gives value to the diamond; difficulty to virtue; suffering to devotion; and griping to physic. Together,
they form a mosaic that offers readers vehicles for exploring the self. No wind works for the man who has no
port of destination. I mean by this that when he calls Man 'ondoyant et divers', a phrase so precise that it is
difficult to translate"wavelike and varying" will have to dohe replaced one conception of the individual by
another, deeper and richer. In retiring and giving ground, we invite and pull upon ourselves the ruin that
threatens us. Of what use are colours to him that knows not what he is to paint? I never lived more at my ease;
I never had the repulse of finding the purse of any of my friends shut against me, having enjoined myself this
necessity above all other necessities whatever, by no means to fail of payment at the appointed time, which
also they have a thousand times respited, seeing how careful I was to satisfy them; so that I practised at once a
thrifty, and withal a kind of alluring, honesty. I have neither faculty nor relish for those tedious tenders of
service and affection; I believe little in them from others, and I should not forgive myself should I say to
others more than I myself believe. Translated by William J. The very trees seem to groan under the blows they
receive. The first article of that valiant oath that Greece took and observed in the Median war, was that every
one should sooner exchange life for death, than their own laws for those of Persia. When we read that
Mahomet having furiously rated Chasan, Bassa of the Janissaries, because he had seen the Hungarians break
into his squadrons, and himself behave very ill in the business, and that Chasan, instead of any other answer,
rushed furiously alone, scimitar in hand, into the first body of the enemy, where he was presently cut to pieces,
we are not to look upon that action, peradventure, so much as vindication as a turn of mind, not so much
natural valour as a sudden despite. But since this is an arduous and hazardous undertaking, I wish fewer
people would meddle with it. The body, saving in the greater or less proportion, has but one and the same bent
and bias; whereas the soul is variable into all sorts of forms; and subject to herself and to her own empire, all
things whatsoever, both the senses of the body and all other accidents: and therefore it is that we ought to
study her, to inquire into her, and to rouse up all her powerful faculties. I have in my time known some, who
by writing acquired both their titles and fortune, disown their apprenticeship, corrupt their style, and affect
ignorance in so vulgar a quality which also our nation holds to be rarely seen in very learned hands , and to
seek a reputation by better qualities. He that can cast off within himself and resolve the offices of friendship
and company, let him do it. As men who have long felt themselves weakened by indisposition, give
themselves up at last to the mercy of medicine and submit to certain rules of living, which they are for the
future never to transgress; so he who retires, weary of and disgusted with the common way of living, ought to
model this new one he enters into by the rules of reason, and to institute and Edition: current; Page: [30]
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establish it by premeditation and reflection. Translated by Donald M. No; peradventure in the behalf of one
whom they never saw and who never concerns himself for their pains and danger, but lies wallowing the while
in sloth and pleasure: this other slavering, blear-eyed, slovenly fellow, that thou seest come out of his study
after midnight, dost thou think he has been tumbling over books to learn how to become a better man, wiser,
and more content? I honor those most to whom I show the least honor, and where my soul moves with the
greatest cheerfulness, I easily forget the ceremonies of look and gesture, and offer myself faintly and bluntly to
them to whom I am the most devoted: methinks they should read it in my heart, and that the expression of my
words does but injure the love I have conceived within. Shall we force the general law of nature, which in
every living creature under heaven is seen to tremble under pain? A man may miscarry alone as well as in
company. New York: Cambridge University Press,  If the acts of Xenophon and Caesar had not far
transcended their eloquence, I scarce believe they would ever have taken the pains to have written them; they
made it their business to recommend not their speaking, but their doing. If all the paper I have scribbled to the
ladies at the time when my hand was Edition: current; Page: [45] really prompted by my passion, were now in
being, there might, peradventure, be found a page worthy to be communicated to our young inamoratas, that
are besotted with that fury. Montaigne began writing essays with the intent to keep a record of his past and
present experiences as well as his thoughts and observations, but the Essays function additionally as mirrors to
the human condition, reflecting its follies, foibles, hardships, habits, pleasures, and relationships. I am heartily
sorry that, judging our faults rightly, we should be so blind to our own.


